Appendix

Features of Obbligato for SaaS

1. Multi-tenant architecture for lowering service costs

Obbligato for SaaS adopts multi-tenant architecture, in which a single Obbligato application is shared and used by multiple companies. This increases efficiency in hardware resources and systems operations and dramatically lowers service costs, including reduced application usage fees by shared use.

2. Service available in a short time and with no customization required

Obbligato for SaaS incorporates not only the wealth of functions of the Obbligato III PLM software but also standard operation processes in advance, based on the expertise gained from an extensive track record, removing the need for customization prior to use. Introduction without customization helps minimize the initial and upgrade costs and paves the way for fast, low-cost use of the service.

Functional enhancement for meeting market needs will be implemented on the cloud side so users will always have access to the latest version.

3. Parameter settings for flexible application to operations

Obbligato for SaaS supports parameter settings on the basic operating environment, such as names of items (attributes) for management of components and drawings, status of authorization and access rights. Settings can be made on a user-by-user basis, such as displaying attributes on the screen and sorting attributes. As an SaaS-type cloud service, it offers flexible and user-friendly features.